Turkey: selective bibliography.

I. BOOKS


The emergence of a new Turkey : Democracy and the AK Parti. Yavuz, M. Hakan, Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2006. Call No.: 23922


The European transformation of modern Turkey by Emerson, Michael., Ülgen, Sinan., Derviş, Kemal., Gros, Daniel, Brussels: Centre for European Policy Studies, 2005. Call No.: 20461

Faut-il intégrer la Turquie by Biegala, Eric. La Tour d'Aigues: Aube, c2005. Call No.: 20319


Cultural overstretch : the enlargement of the European Union and the cultural differences between old and new member states and Turkey by Gerhards, Jürgen, Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon; New York : Routledge, 2007. Call No.: 23597


Please remember that links to on-line content work properly only from Natolin campus. Some resources are available from local intranet only.


Harmonizing Foreign Policy: Turkey, the EU and the Middle East by Özcan, Mesut. Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2008. Call No.: 25017

Constructing Democracy in Southern Europe: A comparative analysis of Italy, Spain and Turkey by McLaren, Lauren M., Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon; New York: Routledge, 2008. Call No.: 24734


In the long shadow of Europe: Greeks and Turks in the era of postnationalism by Nicolaïdis, Kalypso., Öktem, Kerem, Anastasakis, Othon. Leiden; Boston: Martinus Nijhoff, 2009. Call No.: 26281


La Turquie: de l'Empire ottoman à la République d'Atatürk by Zarcone, Thierry. Paris : Gallimard, 2005. Call No.: 20361


The political economy of Turkey by Ayn, Zülkif. London ; Ann Arbor, MI : Pluto Press, 2005. Call No.: 19094


La Turquie est-elle européenne?: contributions au débat by Burdy, Jean-Paul, [Levallois-Perret, France?]: Turquoise, [2004] Call No.: 18418


Lettres aux turco-sceptiques: la Turquie et l'Union européenne by Aktar, O. Cengiz, [Arles]: Actes sud, c2004. Call No.: 18419


La Turquie moderne et l'islam by Zarcone, Thierry. [Paris]: Flammarion, c2004. Call No.: 18310


Suits and uniforms: Turkish foreign policy since the Cold War by Robins, Philip. Seattle, Wash.: University of Washington Press, c2003. Call No.: 15146


La République laïque turque trois quarts de siècle après sa formation par Atatürk by Anciaux, Robert. Bruxelles: Complexe, c2003. Call No.: 18309

Historical dictionary of Turkey by Heper, Metin. Lanham, Md.: Scarecrow Press, 2002. Call No.: 20043

Please remember that links to on-line content work properly only from Natolin campus. Some resources are available from local intranet only. Links updated on 21 September 2009. © 2009, Natolin Library.


The history of Turkey by Howard, Douglas A. Westport, Conn. : Greenwood Press, 2001. Call No.: 17137


The Ottoman Empire, 1700-1922 by Quataert, Donald. New York : Cambridge University Press, 2000. Call No.: 10309

II. MASTER THESES

Please remember that since 2004 theses deposited in Natolin Library are available online in full text.

La Turquie face au miroir européen : destin ou choix? : La question de l'image de la Turquie dans le processus de négociation. Atis, Yildiz. College of Europe [Natolin Campus], 2008. Call No.: TH/2008/03

EU as a Moral Actor : Women's rights on Turkey's road towards membership in the European Union. Svendsen, Ellen. College of Europe [Natolin Campus], 2006. Call No.: TH/2006/50

The Role of Religion in the current Turkish Accession Debate. Lanzarote Guiral, José Maria. College of Europe [Natolin Campus], 2006. Call No.: TH/2006/26

An accession of Turkey - the opportunity for the EU to build a more secure neighbourhood. Deglain, Laurence. College of Europe [Natolin Campus], 2006. Call No.: TH/2006/17


The Realignment of Turkish and EU Foreign and Security Policies. Will Turkey's Prospective Membership Be an Asset for European Foreign Policy? Wysocki, Wojciech. College of Europe [Natolin Campus], 2005. Call No.: TH/2005/76


The EU's Enlargement Policy : The Accession Negotiations towards Turkey and the German support for Turkish membership. Mezzadri, Daniela. College of Europe [Natolin Campus], 2005. Call No.: TH/2005/44


And many more, serach : http://hip.coleurop.pl

Tip: general search ‘Turkey’ in the new catalogue will give you 178 matched titles, keyword ‘Turkey’ was used 132 times. Try also Turquie or Turkei.


Free movement of persons in the Europe Agreements? : A critical comparison with the Turkish Association Agreement. Stevens, Ghislaine. College of Europe [Natolin Campus], 1995. Call No.: TH/95/37

III. ON-LINE RESOURCES

Main journals:
- TURKISH STUDIES [www] available also in print in our Library
- PERCEPTIONS – JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (published by Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Turkey) [www] available also in print in our Library
- SAM PAPERS [www] (published by Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Turkey)
- TURKISH POLICY QUARTERLY [www]

Some articles about Turkey are available also in:
- SÜDOSTEUROPA MITTEILUNGEN [www], recent issue concerning Turkey - No. 3/2006, available in print in our Library
- SOUTHEAST EUROPEAN AND BLACK SEA STUDIES [full text online since 2003] [full text online since 2001 (with a 12 Month delay)]
- MEDITERRANEAN POLITICS [full text online since 2001]
- JOURNAL OF ETHNIC AND MIGRATION STUDIES [full text online since 2000]

Special issues on Turkey:
- Géopolitique 2000 - N° 69 La Turquie
- OECD Economic Surveys – Turkey Vol. 2004, No. 15 [Ingenta or SourceOECD] available also in print in our Library

Current matters related to Turkey’s EU membership are available in the monthly: EUROPOLITICS : NEW NEIGHBOURS.

EUROPEAN SOURCES ONLINE: Topic Guide about Turkey (structured, updated, guide to information sources on Turkey, with hyperlinks to information within European Sources Online and on external websites)

Apart from it is advisable to make a research in EBSCOhost

Last but not least, website on Europa server will provide you with EU official documents, statements and data.